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THE TRIAL OF ALEXIA FOUILLOT MURDERED INSTEAD OF ALLEGED JOGGER IN
2017
JONATAN DAVAL ADMITTED HER MURDER

Paris, Washington DC, 20.11.2020, 18:47 Time

USPA NEWS - It all started on October 28, 2017, when Jonatann Daval told police that his wife, Alexia Daval, was "missing when she
went for a jog in the forest." Two days later, investigators discovered his body, burned after several beatings and injuries, and
reportedly died of suffocation. For three months later, this affair was very publicized in France because it had moved the whole
country, during this period, or white marches, running of solidarity in tribute to the joy Alexia Fouillot (wife Daval), 29 years old, was are
successes, with her husband Jonatann Daval, weeping and at the head of the procession, holding the hands of the parents of Alexia,
Isabelle and Jean Pierre Fouillot. It will turn out then, that Jonatann Daval is murdering his wife, who had never jogged and that he
strangled him because of "his wife's crisis" because "he had refused her" a report. sexual “�. Holes years later the great trial, much
publicized of this affair took place this week in Vezoul (near Dijon, that of France) and whose verdict will be delivered on Saturday, to
finally close the judgment of the murder of Jonatann Daval, who for three years, has changed versions nine times, punctuated by lies.

It all started on October 28, 2017, when Jonatann Daval told police that his wife, Alexia Daval, was "missing when she went for a jog in
the forest." Two days later, investigators discovered his body, burned after several beatings and injuries, and reportedly died of
suffocation. For three months later, this affair was very publicized in France because it had moved the whole country, during this
period, or white marches, running of solidarity in tribute to the joy Alexia Fouillot (wife Daval), 29 years old, was are successes, with
her husband Jonatann Daval, weeping and at the head of the procession, holding the hands of the parents of Alexia, Isabelle and Jean
Pierre Fouillot. It will turn out then, that Jonatann Daval is murdering his wife, who had never jogged and that he strangled him
because of "his wife's crisis" because "he had refused her" a report. sexual “�. Holes years later the great trial, much publicized of this
affair took place this week in Vezoul (near Dijon, that of France) and whose verdict will be delivered on Saturday, to finally close the
judgment of the murder of Jonatann Daval, who for three years, has changed versions nine times, punctuated by lies and
inconsistency, for which he risks life imprisonment.
The parents of the victim, who had hosted Jonatann Daval, during the three months following Alexia's funeral, are just waiting to hear
the "TRUTH" and especially the "WHY" of this terrible murder, to finally mourn their daughter. , Alexia, and RIP.
THE ACCUSED JONATANN DAVAL REFUSES TO REVEAL THE REAL REASONS FOR HIS ACT-------------------------
Although, all the evidence being in the possession of the investigators had made it possible to imprison Jonatann Daval and to indict
him, without however succeeding in making him confess the True "truth", namely a version which is in phase with the elements of the
crime scene. Instead, the accused, whose lawyer had even tried unsuccessfully to qualify the murder as "accidental", does not seem to
want to tell what really happened and the real reasons behind his barbaric act. Since the beginning and as the successions of lies, the
accuser justifies his act by a "hysterical crisis" of his ex-wife who would have provoked his anger, knowing that during three months,
Jonatann Daval played the role of the widower weep ... by participating in solidarity marches for Alexia, for three months, yet he was
the murderer.Indeed that is essential in this great trial to allow the jury to maintain or rule out the possibility of pre-meditation, because
the autopsy reveals the presence of drugs (anxiolytics) very high dose, expired in the body Alexia Fouillot the victim. In fact, from a
procedural point of view, the file is perfectly clear, the forensic medical part indicates the number of punches, the duration of the
strangulation, the means of firing, the route taken, the schedules. The accused has also delivered a clinical description, and even
admitted for the first time his intention to kill his ex-wife Alexia Fouillot wife Daval).

THE RELATIONSHIP OF JOHNATANN DAVAL AND HIS PARENTS IN LAW ISABELLE JEAN PIERRE FOUILLOT
What has “fascinated“� public opinion and aroused so much media curiosity is the very complex personality of the accused Jonatann
Duval, because his “insensitive and smooth“� behavior in the face of this tragedy which he himself triggered during this event. fatal
dispute, of October 27, 2017, with respect to his wife Alexia, whom he said he loved so much.------------------
The rest is a mystery which lies mainly in the personality of the accused which intrigues everyone, including his lawyer“¦. because this
man with two faces so irreconcilable, the kind computer scientist and the Machiavellian murderer, questions over his lies and
controversies. As for his parents-in-law, Isabelle and Jean Pierre Fouillot, absolutely want to know "why" is the real "motive" of
Counsellor Caty Richard, the lawyer for Alexia's godfather was searching the victim.-----------------------------
In an exchange of rare intensity, Alexia's mother had tried this Friday, November 20 in the morning to take her son-in-law by the hand,



not believing the reason given for the argument - a sexual relation refused according to him, followed insults and a bite. "Don't tell me
that you killed her just for a few words, I don't believe it," Isabelle Fouillot repeated to her several times. One day, you came to tell us:
she has met someone, I'm afraid she will leave me. Is that the knot, were you afraid she would leave you? She wanted to go, do we
agree? Without her, you didn't exist? " " No. No. No, “�his son-in-law had stumbled, curling up on himself.The jury will deliberate at the
end of this week, after Jonatann Daval had vagual discomfort and evacye to the hospital. The trial will resume tomorrow with the hope
for the parents of Alexia to know the truth of the murder of their daughter Alexia Fouillot who was married to Jonatann Daval.
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